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A CAUSE 
AND ITS EFFECT ft

Hw An observation of interest to owners 
and prospective owners of motor cars

why the Maxwell ihould be the car of your choice. 

We ere selling motor cars—complete motor cars 
and consequently do not tm»e our appeal on motor 
■peed or power, wheelbaee, bulk, weight or lack of 

any other single feature.

/ |^0 start with a clearly defined purpose and to 
I pursue that purpose with an unwavering deter 
A mination and an intelligence, bom of experience, 

is to insure ultimate success.
•lire patna or uusme™ — strewn with the remain, weight, appearance or 
those who have failed to recognize the importance For example, the Maxwell mgme.per pound o 

of STfiXÎLenUl. wei«ht to be moved, i, the most powerful aummobd.
The history of burin,* U replete mth otttuarimof engine t^at,

« who started to go, knowing neither where nor how. ~ power is but one.

We hold that our manufacturing and selling policy 
is right. In proof thereof, we point to our record of 
accomplishment, which is nothing short of phenomenal.

Since the founding -of our company, three years ago, 
we have doubled our output annually; we have improved 

constantly and have reduced our price.

The Maxwell Motor Company was founded to build
a certain type of motor car; to build it just 
experience, money and human ingenuity would permit, 
and then to produce it in large volume so that a low 
price could be possible.

hi ‘he achievement of cur pu,po* was overlooked. ^ Lnrely in cur

The dominant, underlying-note m the pohey of our factori=s) a„d *11 this year, 125,000 automobiles.
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that merit mid value make the only permanent ^^^^do not^unply ^ ^

certain that our plans and policies are correct, we will 
continue to follow them as faithfully as in the past.
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foundation for our structure of success.
Merit and value imply comfort, an attractive design, 

an efficient motor, a sturdy chassis, the use of the best 
materials, complete equipment of tried accessories and 

in first cost and aftercost.
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AW Each one of these qualities are part of the Maxwell 
Car. We do not put forth any one of them as a compelling

Cabriolet, SI235Roadster, S830Touring Car, $850 Sedan, $1400Town Car, $1300 
AU car, completely equipped, including electric ,tarter and light,. 

All prices /. o. b. Windsor, Ont.

* Motor Company of Canada.Lid. 
Windsor.Ont.
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